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V IOLENCIA V IOLATED !?
After the revelations last issue
about Mayor Krieger and the
Goliath gang Violencia, it
seem that they have been
spurred into action as if to
prove themselves. What happened next surprised all who
live in Wal’s Hole as the
“wannabe” Watchmen found
themselves victim of a bloody
assault from an unknown
Escher gang.
Witnesses claim to have seen
the Escher screaming obscenities at the outnumbered Violencia as they exchanges sporadic gunfire. At one point it
seemed to be going Violencia’s way when a few shots
wounded various members of
the Escher gang. But it seems
that the girls were only playing possum to lure in the
hapless Goliaths. Within a
few short minutes the girls
had made short shrift of Violencia and sent them packing
to their hide out.
The Escher seemed to come

FROM THE HIVE :

away without any serious
wounds, and none of them
were admitted to the local
Doc for surgery. Same cannot
be said for Violencia who lost
one of their juves; Luger to
gunfire and Lemansky was
badly wounded according to
the Doc who helped broker
his release from the Escher.

return of The Pink Ladies
who appeared shortly 4 years
ago but disappeared after
Father Jacob and his Knights
of The Flame. What is know
is that these particular Escher
employ Ratskins and Bounty
Hunters and have the possibility to be a force here in Wal’s
Hole.

We approached the leader of
Violencia Mackey for a comment regarding what happened;

Report by Bud Cratchitt

“Damn those sump sucking
roaches! Ain’t nothing’ worse
than an Escher who goes to
ground playin’ dead then
turns round an shoot ya! They
better watch their backs
around Wal’s Hole cos we’ll
find them an their Bounty
Hunter buddy and put a new
vent in their heads.”
We tried to find the Escher
responsible for the attack but
couldn’t find them, some
have wondered if this is a

tionists based here in Wal’s
Hole, albeit peacefully.
Jacob was seen as a trouble
maker by some as he was
responsible for several deaths
of reported cultists of dark
gods and xenos, but he was
also responsible for the supposed death of Vincent Blackhalve leader of the Blackhearts which lead to a bitter

Sermons given hourly at
Wal’s Hole Church of
the Redemption, mutants
and heretics not welcome.

•

Buggy destroyed in mystery blaze, Arbites say
that a frag grenade was
places near the fuel
tank.

•

Arbitrator announces
anti-vandalism plans.

•

House Van-Saar’s Waste
to Water plant is active
and is free to use.

•

Wanted; Working Water
Still, will trade an auto
repairer. Contact Massimo Dessante.

•

Ratskins will not be
permitted free roam
privileges after liquor
was stolen from Big Si’s
Bar.

•

New Ash-brick huts for
sale, get yourself a
happy hovel. Contact
Guilder Krassman for
details of deeds and
property development.

Vid Capture of one of the Escher

R EDEMPTIONIST F ATHER C ANONIZED
Former resident Redemptionist Priest; Father Jacob has
been canonized for his
“constant vigilance against
heretics and vile mutants” a
source reported today.
The now Arch-Zealot Jacob
had been cleansing the badlands of muties and scavvies
after the events four years
ago. Even to this day there is
a small garrison of Redemp-

•

enmity and feud between the
Redemprionists and the gangers.
Both groups moved out of
town due to a new stricter
Arbitrator coming in from
uphive. Arbitrator Vaughn
has previously stated that
neither groups are welcome
in Wal’s Hole.

O BITUARYS

•

Luger of Violencia, brave
until the end, Killed by a
cowardly Escher.

Report by Alduss Cratchitt
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